The Mastery Rubric for Evidence-Based Medicine: Institutional Validation via Multidimensional Scaling.
CONSTRUCT: In this study we describe a multidimensional scaling (MDS) exercise to validate the curricular elements composing a new Mastery Rubric (MR) for a curriculum in evidence-based medicine (EBM). This MR-EBM comprises 10 elements of knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) representing our institutional learning goals of career-spanning engagement with EBM. An MR also includes developmental trajectories for each KSA, beginning with medical school coursework, including residency training, and outlining the qualifications of individuals to teach and mentor in EBM. The development was not part of the validation effort, as our curriculum is focused at a single stage (undergraduate medical students). An MR comprises the desired KSAs for an entire curriculum, together with descriptions of a learner's performance and/or capabilities as they develop from novice to proficiency of the curricular target(s). The MR construct is intended to support curriculum development or refinement by capturing the KSAs that support the articulation of concrete learning goals; it also promotes assessment that demonstrates development in the target KSAs and encourages reflection and self-directed learning throughout the learner's career. Two other MRs have been published, and this is the first one specific to teaching and learning in medicine; this is also the first one created specifically to evaluate an existing curriculum. To validate the dispersion of the elements of the EBM curriculum, the nine clinical instructors in the EBM two-course curriculum completed an MDS exercise, rating the similarities of the 10 curricular elements. MDS is a mathematical approach to understanding relationships among concepts/objects when these relationships are difficult to quantify. Eliciting similarity ratings biased the responses toward the null hypothesis (that the elements are not different). MDS results suggested that the MR represents 10 different, although related, facets of the construct "evidence-based medicine." The results support the makeup of the MR-EBM, and its use to revise our EBM curriculum so that it is more closely aligned with this MR. An MR is a tool, and the MR-EBM that we describe can be useful to develop or evaluate a curriculum in EBM. The MR tool is particularly compatible with the objectives of training for EBM and practice and can be applied to create or evaluate a curriculum using any topical KSA framework. The MR-EBM we describe could be adopted or adapted to represent other institutional objectives for EBM training.